Abstract. For the purpose of providing a method to estimate the effect of vibration on ultrasonic combustion engine in laser diagnosis, numerical simulation and experimental technology in this report for misalignment of basic optical system under interference vibration are studied. To provide a method to estimate the effect of vibration on the optical performance of a combustion diagnostic optical system, a numerical calculation method for the misaligned optical system under interference vibration was proposed. With the ANSYS finite element analysis software, the physical model of misaligned optical system under interference vibration was developed and the transient dynamic analysis was inspired by vibration displacement got by sensors .Then dynamic response of the mirror was obtained by transient dynamic analysis. On the basis of the matrix optics, geometrical optics theory and the mechanic vibration theory, the vibration misalignment matrix of mirror was analyzed, and the vibration misalignment model was also built. Meanwhile, the method of simulating calculation of misaligned optical system under interference vibration was inferred. Furthermore, an experiment was carried out to validate the method. The results show that the high precision of the simulation and the relative error of simulation calculation and experimental data can reach at 4.1% and 0.8% in the horizontal and vertical direction. The calculation proves to be highly precise. This research can be used in improving the stability and capability for avoiding vibration of laser diagnostics integrated system in intricacy environment. The numerical method can be used in laser diagnostics application.
Introduction
With the constant development of the optical system in application area, some complicated optical systems move gradually towards real use from the laboratory. However, various dynamical interferers rising in the application environment, such as the mechanical vibration caused by various kinds of reasons, change of environment temperature, turbulent atmosphere and dust fog, affect more or less the performance of the optical system, thus seriously counteract the practicability of the optical system. Unfortunately, it is avoidless that mechanical vibration can influence the imaging quality, measure precision, and the pointing accuracy of target tracking. And it has become the major factor influencing the stability of the optical system in application environment. Therefore, the anti-vibration evaluation of the optical system in application environment proves to be an important research area.
It's a very meaningful job to research the working performance of the optical system in abominable environment, and finally to find out a perfect measure to make the optical system working steadily. Arnon and his co-workers who come from Ben-Gurion university, established a mathematics model of laser communication under vibration, analyzed the influence of vibration to the performance of satellite light communication network, and studied the solution [1] [2] . The influence of random vibration to the signal received by detector was studied by CEHN Yun-liang and his co-workers [3] . It has been pointed out in paper [4] that the vibration interference of satellite platform is the key problem that must be solved before the application of laser chain among satellites.
In order to fulfill the request of the diagnostic experimentation live, surrounding the problems in nowadays optical diagnose laboratory system, such as integration, miniaturization and engineering, this paper carries out a series of relative research on numerical calculation of luminous transmission in misaligned optical system under interference vibration, and offers certain technological reserve for the application of optical system in combustion diagnostics.
Dynamics Calculation of Physical Model of Misaligned Optical System under Interference Vibration

Modeling of Misaligned Optical System under Interference Vibration
Finite Element Model
In this section, we take the common mirror reflector with mount as our research object and obtain the displacement response under excitation vibration by transient dynamics analysis. Because the main factor of influencing the results of transient dynamics analysis is rigidity and mass distribution, therefore some partial weeny characters (e.g., angle, screw thread etc) can be ignored in real modeling, making sure that the mass distribution of the component and the whole constructive characteristic are not influenced. These partial structures have a very small influence on the results of dynamics analysis [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , but have calculation enhancing, thus this kind of simplification is reasonable and economical.
The reflector solid model is chosen as our research object which is set up by Pro/E (product of PTC Co.) according to the blueprint shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 illustrates that the finite element model of the reflector is built by ANSYS. We set the element type SOLID92, and material attribute parameters are shown in Tab.1. 
Dynamics Analysis of Reflector under Excitation Vibration Power
It is known that transient dynamics analysis is used in computing the dynamics response of structure under the effect of load which is changing with time in directions or degrees [10] [11] [12] . So any nodes displacement response of the model can be obtained by transient dynamics analysis, and 3 points A, B, and C are selected as shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 4 shows the vibration power of model. 
Calculation the Misalignment Displacement of the Model under Interference Vibration
In this section, we will illustrate the calculation of misalignment model system under interference vibration. Obviously, the deflection angle and offset of the reflector are important parameters to relate the output of vibration misalignment model to the input of luminous transmission model. And under the effect of vibration power, the distortion of the reflector is very small. Fig. 6 shows that the deflection angle of the reflector can be obtained by computing the relative offset of reference points A and B on the reflector. The detailed processes are discussed briefly in the following. First, It is shown the initial state of reflector γ without any interferer in Fig. 6 , which is in coordinates XOY. Then, at certain time under interference vibration, the projection angle θ of reflector γ ′ is got in coordinates YOZ. The angle θ is the deflection angle of the reflector. As observed in Fig. 7 , it is got the geometric image of two points on the perpendicular of reflector surface after vibration interfering. A z and B z are the initial position of A and B on the Z axis. A z′ and B z′ are the position of A and B on the Z axis at certain time under interference vibration. Finally, It can be obviously obtained the deflection angle θ of the reflector at that moment from the following formulas (1) and (2) . As observed in Fig.7 , the geometric relation that we can obtain is
Because the deflection angle θ is very small, it can be simplified that
So the deflection angle at certain time and certain coordinates can be computed in dividing the position subtraction of A and B after vibrating by the radius of the reflector. Now the data at 3 s is taken for instance, A z′ =0.4409 µm, B z′ =0.5568 µm, , r =25 mm, according to (1) and (2), the deflection angle θ = 4.6375e-5 rad in coordinates XOY can be obtained. According to optical theory analysis, the main reasons of causing the angle misalignment of the misaligned light are the deflection angle in left or right and up or down directions, while the reflector is influenced by a weeny motion under vibrating. As it's known that the projection deflection angle θ in coordinates YOZ is the deflection angle in left or right direction, and the projection deflection angle η in coordinates XOZ is the angle in up or down direction, the projection angle in coordinates XOY can be ignored. Now the data at 3s is also taken for instance, η from the vibration response of reference points A and C can be got, which is η =5.4488e-6 rad.
As shown in Fig.5 , the offset of reference point A is the offset of output light of the reflector. And then it is found that A z ∆ =5.5688 µm, while input the data at 3 s. Next the modeling and calculation of ray-tracking model are discussed briefly in the following section 3.
The Modeling and Calculation of the Ray-Tracking Model
Modeling of Ray-Tracking Model
In succession, based on geometrical optics and matrix optics [13] [14] [15] [16] , we analyze the vibration misalignment transform matrix of optical system in theory, meanwhile, contrapose the transform matrix of three-dimensional misaligned displacement in paraxial optics systems under mechanical vibration. Then, the three-dimensional vibration misalignment model of optical system is established. γ Now it is supposed the incidence surface of reflector XiOYi and incidence direction of light Zi are vertical, the output surface Xi*OYi* and output direction Zi* are vertical too, where 2α is the angle of the incidence surface and output surface, as shown in Fig.8 . As observed in Fig.9 , the surface in solid line denotes the reflector surface, the normal-to-line displacement is n δ , the component of rotation angular displacement in reflector surface is n ε , and the input angle and output angle is i Φ and 
In order to calculate the misalignment after S distance transmission in interferer condition, first of all the input parameters should be fix on, such as the angle of reflector and normal α , the information of input beam p and output beam q (includes the normal displacement of reflector n δ , y ε is the component of rotation angular displacement in lens plane, and τ ε is the component of tangential angular displacement in the surface of reflection ). Then, these parameters are input into (3). In the end, the distance between light spot on receiving screen and the spot without interferer is ks, after transmitting S far away. According to the inferred transmission matrix formulation, the calculation of ray-tracking is realized by the software of Matlab.
The Calculation of Misaligned Optical System under Interference Vibration
In this section, based on the physical model of misaligned optical system under interference vibration established in ANSYS, and combined with the misaligned ray-tracking model programmed in Matlab, the optical misalignment is calculated. And the deflection angle and offset of the reflector are input in Section 2.1 into above model. Then we obtain the output 186.45 µm, which is the distance between the initial light spot and the light spot under interference vibration on the receiving screen.
For confirming the misalignment of light spot in horizontal and vertical directions on receiving screen 2 m away, the output should be transformed further, as shown in Fig.10 . Where X, Y, and Z are the coordinates of reflector in horizontal and vertical directions operated in ANSYS, coordinates X´OY´ is the coordinates of receiving screen in horizontal and vertical directions, the input coordinates used in calculating the misalignment are x, y, and z, and the input coordinates used in calculating the misalignment are x´, y´, and z´, while z´is the output direction, x´is the vertical output direction, OO´is the output beam without interference and O*K is the output ray under interference. Also our assumption is that l is the projection of output beam on x´axes after transmitting S under interference vibration, h is the offset of light spot on the receiving screen in vertical direction Y´ ,namely, the projection of output beam on y axes after transmitting S under vibration interferer. For instance, it's assumed that S =2m, then we can obtain that the misalignment in horizontal direction is 18.875 µm, and the misalignment in vertical direction is 185.49 µm. 
Data and Experimentation Results
In order to prove our design, an experimental optical platform is built. First, a He-Ne laser emitter is got to make a beam, then the beam goes through an attenuation lens and a reflector to 2 m far, at the end, it hits on a CCD(type of the CCD is SONY ICX419ALL)photosensitive plane. Then the reflector is settled on the optical platform with a machine pump, which offers a vibration source, meanwhile, three directions of the reflector base are chosen to dispose the test nodes of vibration sensor.
In the second set of experiments the acceleration of reflector in three coordinates directions are measured by vibration sensor under the vibration power of machine pump, as Fig.4 shows. This vibration power is the outer power signal loaded in transient analysis. Then the light signal is received by CCD, and position of the received light spot can be got by image processing. So the offset of light spot center can be obtained. At last the misaligned quantity of light spot center in experimentation is obtained, which is 2(H)×18(V) pixels, viz. 19.680 µm (H) ×183.96 µm (V). In the course of experiment it's found that although the vibration provided by the vibration source is mainly in vertical direction, but due to the different material properties of components and the inconsistent vibration state of every parts, the pitching and deflection of the reflector is caused. Thus, the misaligned light reflected by reflector is not just in horizontal direction but also in vertical direction, and the misaligned quantity in vertical direction is much smaller than that in horizontal direction. As shown in Tab.2 the simulated calculation results and experimental results are matched better, and the relative error is 4.1% and 0.8% respectively. 
Conclusions
This paper presents the theory model of luminous transmission in misaligned optical system, completes the dynamics numerical calculation of optical element vibration effect on optical performance, achieves the numerical simulation of light-beam in misaligned optical system under vibration, and proves that the simulation calculation has a higher precision through the vibration experiment. This model has been tentatively used in evaluating the anti-vibration performance of optical system and making optimization design of the mechanical structure of optical system.
